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Euronics Invests in the Future with Datalogic Mobile 
Skorpio™  

Euronics is Europe's largest chain of electronics stores, 
represented in 27 countries with more than 9,000 shops. 
Euronics in Norway has 85 shops from Kirkenes in the North 
to Mandal in the South. Euronics offers a variety of electronic 
equipment; audio/video, televisions, computers, white goods, 
and accessories.  

“MAB shop and warehouse system” is a software program 
developed by Bleken Data AS. The software manages the 
data transfer between Euronics's ERP system and the mobile 
computer Datalogic Skorpio™. 

Datalogic Skorpio™ is a small, lightweight, reliable and 
rugged mobile computer developed for use in rough 
environments; drop tested from 1.5 meters and IP 64 rated. 

“MAB shop and warehouse system” is a complete tool for 
Euronics. The software handles everything; more than just 
bookkeeping and salaries. The software integrates 
communication with the head office by exporting numbers for 
bookkeeping, sales figures, losses and stock value. The 
software continuously transfers the stock register and 
suppliers' stock values from the head office to the stores. 
Datalogic Skorpio™ is used for inventory, receiving, sales, 
orders and returns. 

Bleken Data AS was founded in November 1999. They focus 
on finding inventive solutions for their clients' needs; to make 
their daily routines more efficient and simple. “MAB shop and 
warehouse system” is used in almost 300 operations in 
Norway. 

The distributor Barex Distribution AS has been a partner to 
Bleken Data AS in this project. Barex Distribution AS is a 
value added distributor within Auto-Id. They distribute 
products and solutions in marking, data capture and POS 
equipment. Barex Distribution AS was founded in 2004, and in 
this short time has established themselves as distributor of 
well known global manufacturers. The company has their 
warehouse, service and support in Norway.  

Euronics invests in the future and 
modernizes its warehouse. In order to 
improve their internal routines, the 
company invests in the mobile computer 
Datalogic Skorpio™ and the software 
MAB shop and warehouse system from 
Bleken Data AS. 


